INTRODUCING...INJECTOR MAX SERVICE

The increase in the popularity of diesel powered vehicles is well documented and the
reasons for the increase in the popularity over recent years is that diesel engines unlike
in the past have evolved to now perform more like the traditional petrol engines, with
the added benefit of vastly improved fuel economy.

Does your car suffer with poor starting,
lack of power or poor fuel economy?

The disadvantage of this however is diesel exhaust emissions (Black Smoke). Diesel
fuel is derived from a form of heating oil, this does not allow for an environmentally
friendly engine.
To improve the efficiency and exhaust gas emissions on modern diesel engines
manufacturers are now fitting Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF) to modern diesel
engines.

It could be that your car has DPF Issues &
would benefit from an Injector Max Service!

The DPF is fitted in the vehicles exhaust system and catches or collects exhaust gases
and soot particles from the engine reducing exhaust gas emissions, as with all filters
they need to be cleaned from time to time to prevent blocking.
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The Fortron Injector Max machine offers REGEN - a Diesel Particulate Filter Cleaner
for the DPF to be cleaned.

Diesel Particulate Filter Treatment

which provides a simple and effective method of cleaning the vehicle’s DPF, eliminating
the need to remove or replace filters. DPF’s have a limited capacity to store particulates
and if they become clogged or faulty, users may incur huge costs for replacement.
This new DPF cleaner has been formulated to kick-start the forced regeneration of the
DPF, clearing soot deposits and allows for cleaning without disassembly.
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Benefits of a REGEN clean:
- Better fuel economy
- Suitable for all types of diesel including bio-diesel
- Helps maintain engine performance
- Reduces soot and exhaust gas emissions
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Warning Signs:
- The vehicle has low power
- High fuel consumption
- Poor starting
- High soot and exhaust gas emissions
- DPF light on dashboard is illuminated

/ New DPF

ASK TODAY ABOUT THE INJECTOR MAX SERVICE!
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